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TokTickBomb is a MEME token inspired by the geopolitical "will they, won’t they" saga 

between the US and China over TikTok's forced sale. This innovative project is spearheaded 

by a group of Private Equity investors from the Cayman Islands and the Bahamas, aiming to 

uplift the concept of meme coins to new heights with real utility and robust earning potential.  

With its dual-chain operation, eco-friendly PoS, fixed supply, and multiple passive income 

streams, TokTickBomb combines humor with substantial financial benefits. As we approach our 

official launch on September 7th, 2024, we invite you to join us and be part of the TokTickBomb 

explosion!  

 

What Is Toktickbomb? 
TokTickBomb is not just an ordinary meme coin. It comes with real utility and financial benefits. 

Utilizing smart contracts on BASE and Solana, it provides you with passive earning potential 

through staking, making your tokens work for you.  

Unlike other meme coins with infinite supply, TokTickBomb has a fixed supply which creates 

scarcity and drives up its value. This provides sustained upward price pressure and makes it a 

lucrative investment opportunity to grow your savings.  
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Why Tok Tick Bomb? 
TokTickBomb stands out with its unique features, designed to offer both utility and lucrative 

investment opportunities. Here’s what makes it exceptional: 

● Dual-Chain Operation 

Operating on both Uniswap and Raydium exchanges, it provides faster transactions, lower fees, 

and better security. This dual integration provides maximum flexibility and reliability for users, 

making it the best choice in the crypto space. 

● Eco-Friendly 

Leveraging Proof-of-Stake mechanisms on BASE and Solana, TokTickBomb is eco-friendly as it 

reduces carbon footprint. This approach aligns with global green technology initiatives, making 

it a responsible investment in the blockchain industry. 

● Fixed Supply 

Unlike many meme coins with infinite supply, TokTickBomb has a fixed token supply, creating 

scarcity and driving up value. This design ensures sustained upward price pressure, offering a 

lucrative opportunity for long-term investors. 

● Reward Mechanisms 

Every transaction supports the ecosystem through allocated fees: 1% for rewards, 1.75% for 

buybacks, 1% for marketing, and 1% for development. This constant buyback mechanism 

creates continuous upward price pressure, increasing token value. 

● Best Passive Income Opportunities 
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TokTickBomb offers multiple passive income streams beyond staking. Thanks to rewards 

from transaction fees and buyback mechanisms, investors can enjoy consistent returns and 

watch their wealth grow effortlessly. 

It combines the best of both worlds – a meme coin's viral appeal with a utility token's tangible 

benefits. Its innovative features are designed to provide lasting value and substantial returns for 

its community.  

 

Tokenomics 
TokTickBomb’s tokenomics are designed for sustainable gains and long-term value. 

● Presale: 15% of the supply sold in presale 

● Marketing: 30% allocated to marketing 

● Treasury: 25% reserved for project treasury 

● Staking Rewards: 15% dedicated to staking rewards 

● Liquidity: 15% for exchange liquidity 

 

Each transaction also incurs fees allocated for: 

● Rewards: 1% 

● Buyback: 1.75% 

● Marketing: 1% 

● Development: 1% 
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These allocations provide constant upward price pressure and steady growth for the 

TokTickBomb ecosystem.  
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Exciting Upcoming Features 
TokTickBomb is about to drop some seriously epic features that'll take this meme coin to 

the next level. Get ready for staking, NFTs, and Game-Fi – all designed to make Hodlers say, 

"Wow!" Here’s how they’ll make TokTickBomb even more awesome: 

● Staking 

Lock your tokens up in a smart contract to let them work for you and watch the rewards roll in. 

Not only do you earn passive income, but staking also helps keep the token price stable by 

reducing the number of tokens in circulation.  

It's like having your cake and eating it too, only this cake pays you back! Plus, the longer you 

stake, the more you earn, creating a win-win scenario for all participants. 

How It Works? 

● Acquire Tokens: Purchase TokTickBomb tokens during the presale or on the exchange. 

● Stake Tokens: Use the staking portal to lock your tokens in a smart contract. 

● Earn Rewards: Receive regular staking rewards automatically deposited to your wallet. 

● Unstake Anytime: Flexibility to unstake tokens, subject to a cooldown period, lets you 

manage your investments. 

 

● NFTs 
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TokTickBomb is going to introduce NFTs! Soon, you can buy, sell, and trade unique digital 

assets, from art to exclusive collectibles. NFTs add a whole new layer of fun and utility to 

TokTickBomb, attracting artists, collectors, and meme enthusiasts alike.  

It's like collecting rare Pokémon cards, but cooler and potentially more profitable! Whether it's 

rare memes or digital art, these NFTs will create a marketplace for all things digital. 

Features 

● Mint NFTs: Create or acquire NFTs using TokTickBomb tokens on our platform. 

● Marketplace Trading: Buy, sell, and trade NFTs in our marketplace. 

● Showcase Collections: Display your NFTs in personalized galleries. 

● Earn Royalties: Artists earn royalties from secondary sales, providing continuous 

income. 

 

● Game-Fi 

Gaming + DeFi = Game-Fi, and TokTickBomb is bringing it to you! Imagine earning TokTickBomb 

tokens just by playing games. Our Game-Fi applications will make the platform more interactive 

and engaging.  

Play, earn, and trade in-game assets. It’s all about having fun while making money. Say goodbye 

to boring investments and hello to gamified finance! These games will not only entertain but 

also provide lucrative opportunities to increase your crypto portfolio. 
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● Join Games: Participate in various blockchain-based games on the TokTickBomb 

platform. 

● Earn Rewards: Earn TokTickBomb tokens and other in-game assets through gameplay. 

● Trade Assets: Use the marketplace to trade in-game assets and tokens. 

● Grow Portfolio: Leverage game rewards to grow your crypto portfolio, combining fun 

with financial growth. 

These upcoming features are set to make TokTickBomb not just a meme, but a movement. Get 

ready for the most fun you’ve ever had in the crypto world! 

 

 

Roadmap 

● Presale and Marketing 

TOKTICKBOMB starts on a level playing field with a fair presale. The team will allocate a portion 

of funds raised towards a professional marketing strategy. 

● Early Staking Incentive 

Presale buyers of TOKTICKBOMB will be able to stake their tokens into the smart contract 

before listing day to benefit from the high early rewards opportunity. 

● Presale Token Claiming 
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The TOKTICKBOMB staking smart contract is programmed to distribute tokens to all stakers 

in the pool over a period of two years, providing sustained passive rewards. 

● DEX Launch on Uniswap & Raydium 

TOKTICKBOMB will launch on both Uniswap & Raydium, the largest decentralized exchanges for 

both chains. This will provide the best trading environment and early liquidity. 

● Allocated Liquidity Provision 

The TOKTICKBOMB team will add a substantial liquidity pool to Uniswap. For this purpose, 10% 

of the total token supply has been set aside. 

● Long-Term Passive Rewards 

The TOKTICKBOMB staking smart contract is programmed to distribute tokens to all stakers in 

the pool over a period of two years, providing sustained passive rewards. 
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Presale and Launch 
The presale will be conducted in two rounds: 

Round 1: For 10-12 weeks for $0.0000009 per token. Weekly increases! 

Round 2: Immediately after the 1st round for 4-6 weeks for $0.0000018 per token, providing a 

100% gain for early Round 1 investors.  

Official Launch: Mark your calendars! TokTickBomb will be listed on Uniswap for BASE tokens 

and Raydium for Solana tokens right after Round 2 of the presale. The official exchange listing 

is set for September 7th, 2024! 

TOKEN BURNS: Unannounced token burns for a minimum of 50% will take place. Will there be a 

massive EXTRA burn on listing day? 

SOL PreSale : For Buyers that prefer the SOLANA chain - TokTickBomb SOL presale starts on 

July 11 

Fair Launch Bonus: For TokTickBomb SOL fairlaunch runs from August 31st to September 6th, 

2024.  

NFT & GameFi Applications: Coming post-presale for better utility and value.  

And don’t forget about staking! After the presale, stake your TokTickBomb tokens to start 

earning eco-friendly rewards.  

By leveraging the BASE and Raydium, Toktickbomb offers a versatile and sustainable 

investment opportunity with a clear path for future growth and development.  With dual-chain 

operation, eco-friendly PoS, fixed supply, and multiple passive income streams, TokTickBomb 

combines humor with substantial financial benefits.  
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Official Links  
Website: https://toktickbomb.io/ 

Telegram: http://t.me/toktickbomb 

Twitter(X): http://x.com/toktickbomb 

 

 

 

 


